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JOE HAYMES SIGNED FOR TIGER BALL 
F. L Bell Is Named Head 
'35-'36 Sophomore Class 
Shelley Is Elected Vice Presi- 
dent; Green, Secretary; 
Jordan, Historian 
CLOSE ELECTION 
At an election held Tuesday night 
F. L. Bell of Lancaster, IS. C. was 
named president of the sophomore 
class. J. C. Shelley was electea 
rice-president, H. C, Green, sec-ro- 
tary and treasurer, and B. S. Jor- 
dan,   historian. 
Other candidates nominated at a 
class meeting Monday night were 
Bagnal for vice-president, F. E. 
Bobo for Sec. and Treas. and J. C. 
Wilkinson   for   historian. 
BELL  IS  PROMINENT 
Bell is one of the most promin- 
ent members of his class. He is 
majoring in General Science, holds 
the military rank of corporal, and 
is a member of the Tiger Brother- 
hood. 
(Continued  on   page   2) 
J. 0, SMITH SPEAKS 
AT VESPERS SUNDAY 
Special Music Will Be Furnish- 
ed by University of 
Georgia Girls 
TWO SERVICES 
According to an announcement 
tram the local YMC'A office, Mr. J. 
G. .Smith of Laurens will speak at 
the Y Vesper Service Sunday, Oct. 
20. Special music during the ser- 
vice will be furnished by a dele- 
gation of girls from the University 
of  (Georgia. 
TWO   SERVICES 
Following the custom originated 
this year, two services will be held 
to accommodate the large crowd of 
expected., ion* from 6-7:15 PM and 
7:15-8:15 PM. Reels to he pre- 
sented include, "The March of 
Time," one of a well-known series, 
"The Zion Canyon," a color travel- 
og,   and   Fox News. 
SMITH REMEMBERED 
Reverend Smith is well remem- 
bered by Clemson students as the 
recent minister of the local Metho- 
dist Church, transferred to Laurens 
last  year. 
CLEMSON CADETS TO BE 
ADMITTED   TO   CAROLINA 
CLEMSON    GAME    GRATIS 
According to the latest re- 
ports from the President's 
Office, the annual State Fair 
holidays will extend from 
Thursday, October 24 through 
Sunday, October 37. Students 
may leave school after their 
last  class  on  the  23rd. 
Dr. Sikes has received no- 
tice from the State Pair auth- 
orities that all cadets in uni- 
form will be admitted into the 
fair grounds and the game tree 
of charge. As in the past 
Clemson will occupy the east 
side  of  the   held. 
TIGERS FAIL BEFORE 
ATTACK OF SUPERIO 
LUE DEVIL MAOHi 
Clemson  Is Crushed  38-12 by 
Duke Eleven; Lawton and 
Pennington Score 
Famed Musician To Play 








BERRY IS STAR 
Jess Neely's strong Clemson Ti- 
gers had their claws clipped by 
Duke University's prancing Blue 
Devils as a score of hard-plunging 
backs ran amuck around the Tiger 
flanks piling up 38 points to Clem- 
son's 12 in the interstate battle last 
Saturday  at  Durham. 
Clemson's touchdowns came in 
the second and fourth quarters as 
results of Lawton's gains after com- 
pletion of forward laterals. The 
cadet's forward wall from tackle to 
tackle was.as impervious as a stone 
wall, but the Duke interference was 
a little too much on the ends. Hor- 
ton did some excellent punting, tak- 
(Continued   on   page    sixj 
Tiger   Ball,   Blue   Key   Tea 
Dance, and Tiger Broth- 
erhood Hop Included 
PRIME DECORATIONS 
By Their Words 
Six  outstanding  students   of   Gen- 
eral Science  were  admitted to  Sig- 
ma  Tau   E'psilon,   honorary   General 
Science   fraternity,      at   a   meeting 
held   early   this   week.      The   new 
men are W.  A.  Lawton, E.  L. Shu- i 
ler,   C.   G.   White,   K.   M.   Guest,   L.  | 
G.   Kelley,   and   M.   <_       . -.„cutine. j 
The   pledges   are   all   juniors   w.m 
the exception  of  Guest. 
INFORMAL  INITIATION 
Informal initiation for the new 
members begins today and will con- 
clude State Fair week according 
to R. E.. Graham, president. Formal 
induction ceremonies win ue held j 
the week after the return from tl?j j 
holiday. : 
Sigma Tan Epsilon is purely i 
honorary in nature, the requisite for 
membership being a high scholas- | 
tic average. All of the new mem- 
bers are outstanding men in their 
respective classes and are active in 
a   number   of   fields. 
BROTHERHQOH JNDUCTS 
OUTSTANDING SENIORS 
Pledges Elected on Basis of • 
Merit and Leadership 
ACTIVE CAMPUS GROUP 
CLEMSON DELEGATION 
ATTENDS "Y" RETREAT 
Ten prominent seniors were e- 
lected members of the Tiger Bro- 
therhood, local honorary leadership 
•fraternity, at a meeting Monday 
night. W. O. Hankinson, G. R. 
O'Kelly, IS. C. Dean, J. S. Bass, J. 
>R. Geer, A. M. George, W. D. Far- 
ley, B. F. Cheatham, W. R. Bailey, 
"and J. P. Bryan are the pledges. 
I INFORMAL   INITIATION 
Informal initiation started this 
morning and will be concluded 
'Wednesday, Oct. 30. The formal 
initiation will' take place the fol- 
lowing Monday night. 
PR03HNENT   SENIORS 
All of the new members are out- 
standing   in  varied   fields   of   extra- 
(Continued  on  page   2) 
TATE HORTON, Belton lad, 
whoso educated toe is the main- 
stay in Coach Neely's defensive 
machine. Although his worK 
has not been particularly bril- 
liant tliis season, Tate has kick- 
ed the Tigers out of many a 
goal-line hole. He will see 




Local   Engineering  Society  In- 
ducts New Members 
Opening the '35 session with an 
election of seven new members, 
the Clemson chapter of the A. S. 
C. E. has been organized for the 
current   year. 
INITIATES 
The initiates are J. R. Harrison, 
Columbia; W. A. Johnstone, George 
town; T. W. Morgan, Savannah; 
O. F. Morgan; ' J. E. Muldrow, 
Bishopville; N. M. Jackson, Parris 
Island;   E.  6.   Riddle,   Walterboro. 
The pledges will go through a 
two weeks informal initiation per- 
iod before being formally entered 
in   the   club. 
According to an announcement 
vfrom the Central Dance Associa- 
tion, Joe Haymes and his Colum- 
bia Broadcasting system dance' or- 
chestra have been signed for the 
Tiger Ball to be held Friday, Nov. 
1. Arrangements were completed 
Iwith Columbia Artist's Bureau this 
(afternoon. 
, NOTED BAND 
Haymes, who enjoyed a national 
reputation for sophisticated dance 
music, will furnish rhythm for 
'three danceo over the week-end, 
the Tiger Ball, sponsored by the 
■"college weekly, on Friday night, a 
tea-dance, sponsored by Blue Key, 
'on Saturday afternoon and an in- 
formal hop, sponsored by the Tiger 
(Continued  on   page   2) 
HONOR TEXTILE FRAT 
PLEDGEHEVEN MEN 
Finley, Garrett, Browning, Hil- 
ton,   Cain,   Lewis,   and 
Prof. Ward Honored 
Clemson Is Presented  With 
Full-Size Jungle Monarch 
Man's love for woman is only a 
physical attraction egged on by a 
vivid    imagination. 
—Taylor 
N These Ag boys may not be bril- 
liant but they can be depended 
•upon. 
—Sherrill 
I talk for half an hour and "By 
Their Words" quotes one sentence. 
I  was  sadly misquoted. 
—Rankin 
Sponsored by the Y. M. C. A. 
and Y. W. C. A. Associations of 
South Carolina's colleges, a dele- 
gation of Clemson students jour- 
neyed to Camp Adger last Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday, to attend 
the annual 'Student's Retreat. 
CABINET, COUNCILS ATTEND 
Those attending the Retreat 
from Clemson included the mem- 
bers of the Y. M. C A. Cabinet 
and all those from the Class Coun- 
cils   who   desired   to   be   present. 
Officers presiding at the meet- 
ing were, President, Dink Gaines 
of the University of South Carolina 
"Vice-President, R. C. Commander, 
Clemson; and Secretary-Treasurer, 
Minna  Neussner,  Winthrop. 
BY BEN JORDAN 
Clemson's latest endowment, 
or appropriation, to use a word 
with which wc are all more or 
less familiar, is a fall-grown 
Royal Bengal Tiger, so large 
tliat,. as yet. no one has been 
able to think of a suitable place 
to keep this jungle monarch. 
Always known as the school 
with the tiger spirit, we now 
have the tiger. In the future 
the Clemson tiger will no long- 
er be an intangible, fictitious 
something that even a nimble- 
witted rat couldn't describe lu- 
cidly, but will be about eight 
feet of beautifully-proportioned 
jungle   machinery. 
Everyone is in a quandary as 
to where to keep "our" tiger. 
This unique problem has taxed 
our ''master-minds" and has re- 
sulted in at least one absurd so- 
lution. The plan, proposed in 
jest, that the emblem be sus- 
pended from the tower of Main 
Building has definitely been re- 
jected. The tentative plans are 
to place the tiger in a promi- 
nent place in the field house. 
It has been suggested that he 
be placed upon a suitable base 
in the center of the circular, 
flower-bordered drive at the en- 
trance to Main Building. This 
suggestion   has   been   overruled 
(Continued  on  page  two) 
Informal initiation begins tonight 
to: seven new members of Phi Psi, 
national honorary textile fraternity. 
The initiates are F. F. Finley, J. 
S. Garrett, C. O. Browning, R. E. 
Hilton, B. D. Cain and W K. Lewis, 
juniors, and E. P. Ward, member 
of the textile faculty. In addition 
Prof. Joe Lindsey, new addition to 
the textile teaching staff is being 
fe/.ven in a(s an  honorary member. 
Membership in Phi Psi is based 
en scholarship, a high average be- 
ing the requirement for member- 
ship. The Clemson chapter was 
established a few years ago and has 
been a leader among the campus, 
organizations  since  its  installation. 
L. S. Duval is president of the 
local chapter, C. O. Stevenson is 
vice-president, H. D. Leitner is se- 
cretary and treasurer, A. M. Wil- 
liams is Senior Warden and J. B. 
Roach is Junior Warden. Steven- 
son is acting president in the ab- 
sence of Duval. 
MINING STATION BEING 
ERECTED AT ALABAMA 
A new Federal Mining Experi- 
ment Station is now being erected 
on the University of Alabama cam- 
pus that will probably be the head- 
quarters of the southern Federal 
Experiment Station. This building 
is of the most modern construc- 
tion and will give added beauty to 
the campus. The students will de- 
rive considerable benefit from this 
project as it will enable them to 
see modern engineering methods 
in practice. 
' fi 
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COLLEGE OFFICIALS CONSIDER PROPOSED 
PLAN FOR ERECTION OF "Y" AUDITORIUM 
Present Facilities Will Not Ac- 
commodate Growing Need 
PLANS INDEFINITE 
DESCOMBE WELLS IS 
NAMED PRESIDENT OF 
LOCAL EPISCOPALIANS 
Plans are being considered by 
the college building committee for 
the erection of a new auditorium 
and moving picture theatre on the 
campus, according to a statement 
issued by P. B. Holtzendorff, gen- 
eral secretary of the local YMCA. 
NO IMMEDIATE  AOTTON 
No definite steps have been taken 
but   Y   officials   are   anxious   to  re- 
lieve  the  overcrowded   condition  of 
the     present     auditorium       which 
b.cuses    the    daily    moving    picture 
shows,   Sunday  vesper  services,   and 
numerous   other   gatherings.     Many ] 
persons are forced  to  wait in order 
to get seats at every popular movie 
and   two   vesper   services   are   held 
every   Sunday   night   in   order      to ; 
take   care  of  the  large   number   or j 
attendees. 
Several plans have "been submitt- 
•ed   and   are   now   under   considera- , 
tion.     One   blue-print   provides   for j 
the   enlargement     of   the     present I 
■auditorium  by  an  extension  at  the : 
end nearest the football field.    The j 
newest   development   is   a   plan   to 
erect a separate structure on Bow- I 
man   field   across   from   the   YMCA 
building    capable    of    seating      five 
hundred  persons.     This  auditorium 
■would be wired for sound and new | 
projection   equipment   installed   and 
would   be   operated   in   addition   to 
the   present   theatre.      This   would 
make   possible   the   holding   over   of 
popular    pictures    while    the    other 
theatre  continued  with  the regular 
run.     The   building   could   also   be 
used   for   gatherings   which   are   too 
large  for  any  of  the  present  acco- 
mmodations  and  too  small  for  the 
college   chapel. 
Although no immediate action 
forseen, YMCA officials are cheer- 
ful over prospects. 
At a recent meeting of the Epis- 
copal Club, officers were elected 
and plans for the fall program of 
activities were discussed. Tenta- 
tive arrangements included plans 
for a dance and plans for making 
adequate use of the Parish House 
as a recreational center. Basket- 
ball and handball courts are to be 
available. A supper was scheduled 
for the next meeting. The officers 
elected were: President, E. D. 
Wells; Vice-president, H. T. Ma- 
lone; Secretary, J. C. Wilkinson, 





Remote  Control  Unit  In  Main 
Building to Broadcast 
Local Programs 
STATION IN ANDERSON 
STUDENTS ASSIGNED TO 
TEMPORARYJARRACKS 
Two Students Will Be Placed 
in Each Room Under Old 
Regulations 
STRUCTURE COMPLETE 
According to a memorandum is- 
sued from the Commandant's Of- 
fice Monday, arrangements have 
been made for the assignment of 
rooms in the temporary barracks 
to each Company. It is believed 
that the new structure will 'be 
ready for occupancy Monday, Octo- 
ber  21st. 
COMPANY   ASSIGNMENTS 
Each company is assigned rooms 
as follows: "A", 5 rooms; "B", 5 
rooms; '"C 4 rooms; "D" 3 rooms 
"E", 4 rooms; "F", 3 rooms; "G", 
3 rooms; "H", 4 rooms; "I", 4 
rooms; "K", 4 rooms; "L", 3 
rooms;   "M",   4   rooms. 
Two students from each com- 
pany will be moved into each of 
the rooms assigned the company, 
ibut upon request three may go. 
Students living in this barracks 
will retain their present company 
assignment and will meet all for- 
mations with their company, ex- 
cept reveille formation when held 
inside. All barracks regulations 
■will  apply in  the  new  building. 
Pride is a weakness in the char- 
acter; it dries up laughter, won- 
der, chivalry and energy.—G. K. 
Chesterton. 
Through the remote control facili- 
ties of Radio Station WAIM in An- 
derson, the Clemson College pro- 
gram over that station is now be- 
ing broadcast from the Administra- 
tion Building at Clemson. At pres- 
ent the Clemson half-hour goes on 
the air every other day—Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, at 12:15 
P. M. but there is a strong possi- 
bility that Clemson's time will be 
made a daily feature in the near 
future. 
Featuring addresses by special- 
ists in the many fields of study 
at Clemson, this program concen- 
trates on instructive information 
concerning the results of the Clem- 
son- Extension Service activities, 
work of the agricultural, engineer- 
ing and textile Schools as well as 
programs under the direction of 
all   other   college  departments. 
MERCER  RAT  USES  RIFLE 
AS  MODE   OF  PROTECTION 
It begins to look as though the 
schools are now fostering the rac- 
keteers of tomorrow as well as the 
leaders of the nation. THE MER- 
CER CLUSTER 'brings us this new 
of the gangland influence in the 
colleges. The story goes that dur- 
ing the Freshman "Orientation 
Exercises" (Ratting Period) one 
serious minded Rat did not quite 
appreciate the spirit of the occas- 
ion and drew his artillery from 
parts unknown in order to . protect 
himself from the horrible, terrific 
■sophomores. However, later in the 
evening he came across and was 
welcomed into the great brother- 
hood   of   Mercer   students. 
Order Of The "C y > 
Head Coach Jess Neely de- 
clined to make any decision 
concerning the blocking in the 
Duke-Clemson contest in Dur- 
ham last Saturday, therefore 
no   ORDER  OF  THE   "C" 
However, the TIGER Sports 
staff in cooperation with the 
toadies, hopes to have several 
awards to make under this 
head in the first issue of the 
paper   after   Fair   Week. 
Everyone realizes the high 
caliber of the team that the 
Bengals faced last week-end 
and even tho there was no out- 
standing offense man, we 
would like to acknowledge the 
tremendous effort and fine 
spirit displayed by the whole 
team, especially the perfor- 
mances of Bill Croxton and 
Clarence Inabinet at the guard 
posts and Joe Berry, that ace 
among field-generals in trie 
backfield. 
HAYMES WILL PLAY 
FOR AUTUMN DANCES 
(Continued  from  page one) 
HAXL  TO  CLEMSON 
'    Fight  you     tigers,     Fight  you 
1 tigers 
We are all for you 
1    Come   and   fight   for   dear   ole 
Clemson 
• To her we'll be    true.    Rah! 
• Rah!   Rah! 
1    Hail     to     Clemson,     we     will 
• triumph 
1    And   uphold   her   name 
Fight tigers, fight for dear ole 
Clemson's fame. 
Clip this new pep-song and 
hring it to the pep-meetings 
in chapel. The cheerleaders 
Intend to use it at the Carolina 
game and much practice will 
he   needed. 
•Brotherhood    and    Sigma   Tau    Ep- 
Silon,   on   Saturday   night. 
DELEGATES     PRESENT 
The ball is a part of the enter- 
tainment planned for the annual 
■•convention of the South Carolina 
'College Press Association which 
Will be held on the campus Oct. 31 
land Nov. 31. Approximately fifty 
'delegates, representing every col- 
lege in the state will be in attend- 
'ance. 
GILL DIRECTS 
' Uirder the' direction of W. R. 
Gill, C. D. A.'s head decorator, the 
field house is being transformed 
•into a suitable setting for the af- 
fair. A unique motif, employing 
the mast heads of all sixteen of 
the member publications oi the 
ipress Association and featuring a 
feiant replica of a front page of 
rthe TIGER,  is  planned. 
ANNUAL EVENT 
The Tiger Ball will be the larg- 
est dance of the fall season, replac- 
ing the annual Autumn Ball whicn 
'usually takes place at a pout this 
time. It is the plan of the publi- 
cation staff to make the event an 
'annual one, corresponding in im- 
portance and size to the Taps Ball, 
teld   every   spring. 
Prices for the dances have been 
announced. 
CADETS 
'Friday Night $1.75 
•Saturday Afternoon 1-00 
Saturday  Night 1.25 
Block  Ticket 3.50 
OUTSIDERS 
Friday   Night $2.00 
Saturday  Afternoon 1.25 
Saturday  Night 1-50 
(Block Ticket 4-25 
LOYAL ALUMNI PRESENT CLEMSON WITH 
TRUE-TO-LIFE REPLICA OF RENGAL TIGER 
HOLTZENDORFF SPEAKS 
TO  COUNCIL  MEMBERS 
Speaking before a representative 
group of 24 sophomores, Mr. P. B. 
Holtzendorff "Y" executive, ad- 
dressed an enthusiastic sophomore 
Council at their banquet last week. 
PROMOTE  GLEE (CLUB 
Plans were discussed for the 
coming year. A motion was intro- 
duced and carried that the Council 
work toward the organization of a 
Clemson   Glee   Club. 
The officers of the council are 
L. E. Terrell, President, C. R. 
Vaughan, Vice President, A. C. 
Payne,  Secretary and Treasurer. 
R.   H.   Hope,  '26  and   J.   C. 
Childers  '31   Are   Donors 
of Full Grown Tiger 
IS NATURAL COLOR 
(Continued from page one) 
HARCOMBE'S FOOD IS 
EXPLAINED   BY   POEM 
BROTHERHOOD INDUCTS 
OUTSTANDING SENIORS 
(Continued   from   page  one; 
curricula activity and were elected 
V>n a basis of merit and leadership. 
^Students of every school of the col- 
lege  are included. 
ACTIVE GROUP 
' The Tiger Brotherhood is one of 
Igroups and since its establishment 
In 1928 has formulated and car- 
Vied out a number of constructive 
plans for the betterment of the col- 
lege. R. E. Graham is president 
of the organization, F. V. Tribble 
Is vice-president, and W. K. Lewis 
4s secretary and treasurer. 
Here is an 'odious ode' clipped 
from the YELLOW JACKET of 
Radolph-Macon College that may 
explain our 'Captain's' attitude to 
eome irate parents. 
Methuselah   ate   what  he   found  on 
his   plate. 
And  never  as  people do  now 
Did he note the amount of the cal- 
oric  count. 
He ate it because it was chow. 
He   wasn't   disturbed   as   at   dinner 
he sat 
Destroying   a   roast   or  a   pie 
To think it was lacking in granular 
fat 
Or a  couple  of vitamins shy. 
He cheerfully chewed every species 
of  food 
Untroubled  by  worries or  fears 
Lest  his  health   might  be  hurt  by 
eome   fancy   dessert, 
And  he lived  over    nine     hundred 
years! 
due to, as Dr. Sikes so aptly 
expressed it, "the playful 'na- 
ture of the cadet corps and the 
excessive length of the tiger's 
whiskers." 
The tiger, if rplaced at the en- 
trance of the fieldhouse, is certain 
tc be the source of fantastic night- 
mares for many a danceward^bound 
inebriate. 
GIFT FROM ALUMNI 
This newest addition to the Clem- 
son retinue is a presentation of two 
loyal tiger alumni, R. H. Hope, class 
of '26, and J. C. Childers, class of 
'31, of the Erlanger Cotton Mills 
at Lexington,  N.   C. 
IS LIFE SIZE 
The tiger is a full-sized, true-to- 
life replica of its jungle counterpart. 
The construction (this tiger is real- 
ly only a 'statuette', as some sad- 
ly misinformed person termed its 
eight-foot bulk) is of the plaster-of- 
paris variety, reinforced with heavy, 
woven steel mesh. The statue is 
resplendant with its natural-color 
paint  scheme. 
Our benefactors, wishing to re- 
main in obscurity, asked only that 
the following inscription be placed 
on the tiger: "The Clemson tiger, 
may he ever remain a true symbol 
of High Courage and true Sports- 
manship." 
Patronize   Tiger   Advertisers 
Money No Object 
If It's a Question of Health 
Since '1799 thousands of people have regained their normal health 
after years of suffering from stomach troubles of all types, such as 
constipation, indigestion, gas, and sour stomach which are the basic 
factors of such maladies as high blood- pressure, rheumatism, peri- 
odic headaches, pimples on face and body, pains in the back, liver, 
kidney and bladder disorder, exhaustion, loss of sleep and appetite. 
Those sufferers have not used any man-made injurious chemicals or 
drugs of any kind; they have only used a remedy made by Nature. 
This marvelous product grows on the highest mountain peaks, where 
it absorbs all the healing elements and vitamines from the sun to aid 
HUMANITY in distress. 
It is composed of 19 kinds of natural leaves, seeds, berries and 
flowers scientifically and proportionately mixed and is known as 
LION CROSS HERB TEA. 
LION CROSS HERB TEA tastes delicious, acts wonderfully upon 
your system, and is safe even for children. Prepare it fresh like any 
ordinary tea and drink a glassful once a day, hot or cold. 
A one dollar treatment accomplishes WONDERS makes you look 
and feel like new born. If you are not as yet familiar with the 
beneficial effects of this natural remedy LION CROSS HERB TEA 
try it at once and convince yourself. If not satisfactory money 
refunded to you. 
Try it and convince yourself with our money-back guarantee. 
One week treatment $1. Six weeks treatment $5 
In order to avoid mistakes in getting the genuine LION CROSS 
HERB TEA, please fill out the attached coupon. 
Lio-Pharmacy, Dept. 
1180 Second Ave. 
N. Y. City, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: 
Enclosed find $  for which please send me - - 
treatments of the famous LION CROSS HERB TEA. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
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Engineers, Architects Elect Copeland Program Chairman 
PROF. McGINTY ANNOUNCES SOIL EROSION 
STATION TO RE ESTARLISHED AT CLEMSON 
Meeting Is Held To Discuss      CLEMSON  PROF 
Plans for New Project GRANTED  LEAVE 
Alumni President 
LAND IS PURCHASED 
Professor R. A. McGinty, Dean 
of the School of Agriculture, an- 
nounced early this week that Clem- 
son is now in line for the estab- 
lishment of a Soil Erosion Experi- 
ment Station to replace the Reset- 
tlement project now located here 
and headed by Professor W. B. 
Aull, Head <of the Agricultural Eco- 
nomics H&spartment, who is on leave 
to   carry   on   this   project. 
MEETING   HELD   FRIDAY 
A meeting of the Soil Conser- 
vation Se_-'ice was held here Friday 
afternoon to make a study of the 
possibilities of locating a station 
here. Visitors for the meeting in- 
cluded Dr. T. S. Buie, Regional Di- 
rector ot the Soil Conservation Ser- 
vice;; .Mr. Deatrick, from the North 
Carolina Erosion Experiment Sta- 
tion ;at Statesville and numerous 
others. 
WILL  COVER 3,000 ACRES 
The object of the situation will 
be to place a station in the Pied- 
mont .area of this state and afford 
the people an opportunity to see 
the erosion work carried on on a 
larger scale. Approximately 2,000 
acres rot land have been purchased 
by ffih-. Aull for the Resettlement 
project and it is tentatively planned 
to use this land for the location of 
the araw experiment, station. 
PLANS   DISCUSSED 
Plans wvere discussed at the meet- 
ing wMh Mr. McGinty, Mr. Aull, Dr. 
Cooper., ;and others regarding the 
possible cooperation with them in 
this wank rand the suitability of the 
location  iinr   the   project. 
J. L. Fulmer to Make Extended 
Study in Economics 
Professor J. L. Fulnier of the 
Agricultural Economics Department 
has been granted a leave of absence 
for one year for the purpose of con- 
ducting a scientific and statistical 
research project in cooperation with 
the South Carolina Experiment Sta- 
tion at Clemson on the types of 
farming being practiced in this state. 
WILLIAMS'  STATEMENT 
Dr. B. O. Williams, acting head 
of the Agricultural Economics De- 
partment states that upon comple- 
tion of the experiment, the data 
will be compnted .and published for 
the public by the experiment sta- 
tion in the farm .of a bulletin. He 
also states that the study* deals with 
the many factors and problems con- 
cerning the efficiency and success of 
farming  in .Souith .Carolina. 
Professor Fnlmer is a graduate 
of Clemson in ±he class of 193 3. 
After his graduation, he took up 
gradnaie work .at Cornell Univer- 
sity until he returned to Clemson 
to take the lpeaition of Assistant 
Professor of Agricultural Econom- 
ics- 
CORLEY IS APPOINTED 
ATKEN COUUTY AGENT 
F. "W- C-orley, class of '32, has 
recently been appointed assistant 
connty agant of Aikem county. He 
has veen *e»ching vocational agri- 
culture at Johnston aafl McCormick 




Compliments  of 
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY 
jamsBBBaaBiaBBHiaBiaaaa^^ 
RODSERS, RUFFIN ARE SELECTED AS OTHER 
OFFICIALS OF EVENT; MANY TO TAKE PART 
PROFESSOR AULL  Officers Are Named From Var- 
HEADS PROJECT  
ious ^h::Lfpresen- - 
Department of Agricultural 
Economics Head Granted 
Leave of Absence 
TO BE HELD IN MARCH 
IS CLEMSON GRAD 
Mr. W. D. Barnett who is 
president of the Clemson Col- 
lege Alumni Association and 
who will preside over the alum- 
ni banquet which is to be held 
in the Jefferson Hotel the night 
after the Carolina-Chanson foot- 
ball   game. 
Columbia Grads 
To Hold Meeting 
Will   Attend  Banquet   At   Jeff- 
erson  Hotel 
The semi-annual Clemson alumni 
banquet will he held in the ballroom 
of the Jefferson Hoiiel in Columbia 
at 7:30 P. M„, Oct. 23 after the 
State Fair football game between 
Clemson and the University of South 
Carolina. 
BARNETT TO PRESIDE 
Mr. W. D. Barnett of Columbia, 
president of the alumni association, 
will preside as master of ceremonies 
at the banquet. The principal speak- 
ers will be Dr. E. W, Sikes, Presi- 
dent of Clemson College, and Jess 
Neely, head coach of Clemson ath- 
letics. 
All alumni who are planning to 
attend the banquet should com- 
municate, at once, with Mr. Jake 
Woodward, Secretary, Alumni As- 
sociation,  Clemson,  S.  C. 
Science is in danger of setting 
itself up as an external code or 
framework, as did revealed relig- 
ion.—Julian   Huxley. 
Professor G. H. Aull, class of '19, 
and Head of the Department of 
Agricultural Economics, has recent- 
ly secured a leave of absence from 
his duties here as instructor for 
the present scholastic year to direct 
a community development project in 
the neighborhood of Clemson Col- 
lege under the auspices of the 
National Resettlement Administra- 
tion   in  Washington. 
FINANCED BY GOVERNMENT 
This project is to be financed by 
the Federal Government and is cal- 
culated to add greatly to the con- 
servation of the natural resources 
of this community as well as the 
preservation   in   the   locality. 
PROJECT   IS   A   MODEL 
The project is designed, as a mod- 
el of what may be done in the re- 
construction of a community by 
wise and scientific planning on a 
large scale method. This undertak- 
ing is expected to have fax reach- 
ing effects throughout the state. 
AULL WAS POPULAR STUDENT 
Professor Aull was a very popu- 
lar student while attending Clem- 
son. He was formerly Editor-in- 
Chief of the TIGER, and otherwise 
prominent   in    student    activities. 
CLEMSON GRADUATE 
NAMED AG TEACHER 
Dick Smook of Orangeburg and a 
graduate in the class of 19 33, has 
been named agricultural teacher at 
Johnston High School to succeed 
F. W. Corley who is now assistant 
county agent in Aiken county. 
It would be well to postpone 
the teaching of "economics" to 
children in school until such time 
as exponents of the science can 
agree.—Rev.   H.   Wilson. 
MSV WAY TO STUDY ASTRONOMY. |||^S 
STUDENT  (A) 
STEPS   UP TO 
TELESCOPE 
AND  DROPS 
PEANUTS   OUT 
OF HIS  POCKET. 
AS MONKEY ® 
LEAPS   FROM 
STAND   TO 
GET   PEANUTS 
MONKEY'S TAIL 
RELEASES 
CATCH    ON 
PILE    DRIVER 
©ALLOWING 
IT TO DESCEND 
ON STUDENT'S 
HEAD CAUSING 
HIM  TO   SEE 




The committees of the AIEE, 
ASME, ASCE, and Minaret club 
who were elected in the respective 
clubs to sponsor the Engineering- 
Architecture Day met in a combin- 
ed meeting on October 9, 1935 to, 
elect general officers to the planning 
of the program. The following 
were elected: General chairman, W- 
E. Copeland; General Secretary, 
Manley Rodgers; General publicity 
agent,  C.  L.  Ruffin. 
SEVERAL PRESENT 
Those who were present of the 
various organizations were as fo1- 
lows: AIEE Chairman— P. D. Huff 
Treasurer—Manley Rodgers, Publi- 
city agent—C. L. Ruffin. A. S. C. 
E. Chairman—W. E. Copeland, 
Treasurer—O. W. Rice, Publicity 
agent—D. D. Page, A. S. M. E.— 
Chairman—Earl Phillips, Treasurer,. 
J. G. Prestwood, Publicity agent— 
J. S. Hunter. Minaret Club—Chair- 
man—w. H. Wallace, Treasurer— 
C. N. Robinson, Publicity agent— 
W.  A.   Speer. 
PBANS   INDEFINITE i 
No definite plans have yet been 
announced as to what may be ex- 
pected and the date on which it is 
to be. Although it is the general 
belief that it will occur sometime 
next March, and to make the event, 
a more glorious one a series of 
dances may accompany it. It is ex- 
pected that within the next few/ 
weeks plans will be well under way^ 
With the excellent group of cadets 
in charge, there is no doubt that 
this will be the best show that 
has been put on at Clemson in 
quite  a   while, ,   ; 
OEAN McGINTY HEADS ' 
RESEASCHJONFERENGE 
Prominent   Agriculturalists   of 
Three States Are Present 
At Campus Meet 
WORK COORDINATED 
Last Friday afternoon, Mr. R. A. 
McGinty, Dean of the School of Ag- 
riculture, called a conference of all 
the men in the states of North 
Carolina, 'South Carolina, and Geor- 
gia who were interested in pro- 
moting' and coordinating the re- 
search program in this area of the 
Southern states in regard to the 
■present farm animal situation. 
MARSTON   SPOKE 
Among the most outstanding men 
present were: Mr. H. W. Marston, 
representing the office of the TJ. S. 
D. A. Experiment Station in Wash- 
ington; Dr. R. Y. Winters, Direc- 
tor of the North Carolina Experi- 
ment Station; F. R. Edwards, Ani- 
mal Husbandryman of the Georgia 
Experiment Station; and Professor 
Starkey. Prof. Lamaster, Prof. El- 
ting, and Dr. Cooper of Clemson. 
TENTATIVE   AGREEMENT   MADE 
The conference consisted of dis- 
cussions and the consideration of 
problems in animal research in the 
three states. A tentative plan was 
agreed upon whereby these leaders 
are looking forward to a coordina- 
tion of the work of the three sta- 
tions in the future. The Y. M. C. 
A. served luncheon in the Y Cafe 
at noon for the visitors. 
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—that Cadet Bill Bailey, Charles- 
ton's big-hearted motorist, -will pro- 
bably try to convince you that kind- 
ness was his only motive for giving 
a lift to that lovely hitch-hiker the 
other   weekend. 
-OSCAH  SAYS- 
EDITORIAL 
TEMPORARY BARRACKS 
N OUR INTEREST AND ENTHUSIASM over the as- 
surance of Clemson's securing her new buildings, 
we have let one more immediate and less conspicious 
piece of work go unnoted in this column. Such 
seems to be one characteristic way of man as the brilliance of 
the outstanding works blind him to the presence of the smaller, 
though not necessarily less important works. Unnoted, though, 
is not unnoticed, and we wish it known here and now that we 
appreciate the work that college officials have done in pro- 
viding in less than a month a new barracks building that will 
house approximately 100 cadets. Thanks to the untiring ef- 
forts of the officers and workmen, the cadet corps, very short- 
ly, will be able to spread out and be more comfortable. Spe- 
cial commendation, we think,, should go to Mr. David J. Wat- 
son, under whose direct supervision the building was planned 
and erected. 
—that, enticing though she was, he 
thinks that John Mahon went a 
trifle- too far in paying a Seneca 
restaurant -proprietor three dollars 
for  two sandwiches  and  a dope. 
 OSCAR  SAYS  
__that those circles under- Heik- 
kila's eyes are not from poring over 
text books by the flickering light of 
the midnight oil but really come 
from those hard boards which make 
hotel floors ao uncomfortable to 
sleep  on. 
 OSCAR  SAYS  
__that Helen of Alabama, the lass 
who persists in writing Oscar fan 
mail, is correct in her assumption 
that she is his most ardent sup- 
porter; in fact she s his only one. 
And will Helen please enclose a 
photograph  in  the next  epistle? 
 OSCAH SAYS  
__that he just uncovered the news 
that Alec Stevens, last year's foot- 
ball hero, was offering two dollars 
for a no-'break with the lovely 
Greenville dancing instructress when 
the market closed at the last dance. 
-OhTCAH  SAYS- 
REGARDING THE PRESS CONVENTION 
Clemson men, we feel, are adaptable to a great variety 
of situations; therefore, one comes to feel confident that 
as a matter of course the corps of cadets will respond with all 
the best that is in it even when.it is called upon to act a new 
role. Such is the attitude of THE TIGER now as it calls upon 
the entire corps of cadets to help the publication play host to 
a convention of the South Carolina College Press Association. 
For the first time in the history of THE TIGER the publi- 
cation is playing host this year to this association of the leaders 
■ of the staffs of the many college publications in this state. 
The coming of the convention was arranged through the ef- 
forts of George Chaplin, Editor of THE TIGER in 1934. During 
the meeting this* year; approximately fifty delegates from the 
various newspaper; and rhagazine staffs of the different colleges 
of the state will be present'at the convention. 
Clemson is no novice as a host, for during the course of 
the year it plays, hosts probably to more people in more dif- 
ferent kinds of groups than does any other institution in the 
state. But it is certainly unusual, if not unprecedented, for 
Clemson to entertain a selected group of student leaders from 
all the other colleges of the state. For the occasion the Staff 
bespeaks the aid and the cooperation of the corps as THE, 
TIGER plays host to these visitors. 
.that the "Call of Easley" is tak- 
ing its toll of John Richey's time 
these nights and that there's a 
very interesting story behind the 
name ' Marvin" which certain of 
the local citizens have affixed to 
him. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
 that  he  hopes  the   lad   up   on  A 
company who has three pictures of 
the same girl in his room comes 
out better than the last lad up on 
A company who had three pictures 
of a girl in his room did. He an- 
nounced his marriage last gradua- 
tion. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
 that    another    throwback    to    the 
last   dance   is   the  pretty  red  which 
Hog   Gill's   face   turned   after   he 
waited   forty-five   chilly   minutes   on 
a  porch  for his  late   date   ;o  show 
up   'before   he:  discovered   that   the 
inhabitants  had never  heard  of  the 
i 
lady. 
 OSCAR  SAYS —---: 
■ that Big Bill William's,>. teetlf are 
getting   plenty   of  Vitamin^'D   since j 
the   army  bestowed   that   shave-tail 
upon him and let : that ibe a} lesson 
to   all   you   senior   pvts.   who   sleep 
through   reveille. 
FOG 
The note of distraction which 
ypu have probably noted through- 
out this issue of the TIGER may 
be traced directly to the doorstep 
of the South Carolina College 
Press Association which will be 
meeting on the campus any day 
now. All the executives on the 
staff are officers in the association, 
are graying a bit under the strain. 
All of the members of the associa- 
tion, sixteen college newspapers 
and "magazines, are on their col- 
lective ear and every mail brings 
in, a new crop of threats and ca- 
jolings. Night and day the boys 
are working and worrying. This 
'Paragraph isn't supposed to be a- 
musing, its simply a word of ex- 
planation in case you find Oscar 
printed under this heading or the 
picture show schedule run in place 
of the "Order of the 'C'." We 
thought maybe you'd like to know 
how  it is. 
 TALK   OF   THE   TOWN  
COOPERATION 
Prof. John Lane relays a fine 
story from his college days at the 
University of Virginia. It seems 
that one of the instructors was 
calling the roll one day when he 
came to the name of Wimple. 
"Mr. Wim,ple," he called. No re- 
sponse. He called again. Still no 
response. After two more futile 
attempts he glanced up and re- 
marked, "For heaven's sake, hasn't 
Mr.  Wimple  any friends?" 
 TALK   OF   THE   TOWN  
BARRACKS 
We have just climbed back in 
the window of the office after 
making an inspection tour of the 
temporary barracks which lie just 
outside. They are ipractically com- 
pleted, in fact the only sign of 
activity in the part we visited was 
a rather dispirited painter engaged 
in stenciling the number "1000" 
on a door. The place really looks 
rather good and we're rather sorry 
we called it an oat-barn some is- 
sues ago. It's not bad at all. In 
fact its so good wouldn't mind 
having our best friend room out 
there.     Another   feature   we   noted 
was the narrowness of the halls, 
the latest college innovation which 
will practically end staggering. 
The doors have locks on the in- 
side and the windows have latches. 
What with the cut system and all 
it would be quite possible to lock 
yourself in and not be missed for 
days. The room numbers, which 
we mentioned ibefore, aren't a bad 
touch either. They go up to 10 43 
and that's a number that would 
look pretty impressive on a letter- 
head. The purpose of this para- 
graph, however, • is to suggest a 
name for the new structure, which 
after all can't go down in history 
as Temporary Barracks. Follow- 
ing friend Oscar's lead, we sug- 
gest "Cavalry Hall." Nice ring, 
what? 
 TALK   OF   THE   TOWN  
METAMORPHOSIS 
What with the government tos- 
sing eight hundred thousand rocks 
in our laps and buildings going up 
all over the place, there is a de- 
finite spirit of change in the air. 
The old regime is cracking up and 
young ideas are sticking up their 
heads here and there. The signs 
"Fire Extinguisher" which appear 
on various doors over barracks 
have been repainted in nice mod- 
ern letters. Some thoughtful work- 
man has drawn three red lines 
around the tarpaper covered walls 
of Cavalry Hall, giving a sort of 
futuristic air to the entire struc- 
ture. Scotty has removed part of 
the fly specks from the interior of 
his establishment and Captain Har- 
comibe has burst forth with new 
chandeliers in the mess hall, all 
angles and chromium. The world 
moves on, progress is inevitable, 
and we wouldn't 'be very much 
surprised if one of these days 
Uncle Joe didn't move out that 
dear old flat-bed press of his and 
make way for one of these new 
fangled   roller   contraptions. 
 TA.T.K  OF   THE   TOW.V  
WEEK'S   OUTSTANDING   CADET 
'Sophomore J. C. Wilkinson who 
wrecked two automobiles last week 
end at the drop of a hat. 





WINTHROP ANNUAL GAINS 
FIRST   CLASS   RECOGNITION 
Clemson is not the only South 
Carolna school that is stepping out 
nationally in the field of year books 
Wlinthrop has recently "been inform- 
ed that the last year's Tatler has 
'been awarded a first class rating 
by the National Scholastic Press 
Association. ,i   ■ •;,,, 
CLEMSON ASSISTANTS 
The following men have recently 
toeen named assistant county agents 
in this state; J. C. MeComb, Horry 
county; J. c. Willis, Chesterfield 
county; M. A. Bouknight, Anderson 
county; B. .D Cloaninger, Florence 
county. All of these men are 
Clemson graduates and have all had 
considerable experience in the fields 
to which they have been appointed. 
—that he wonders what the next 
event will be now that Dr. Sikes 
has cleared the last hurdle and 
snapped the tape.' And what will 
the next chapel speech be? 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that Editor Mike Barton of the 
Furman Hornet seems to have de- 
cided to rid the school of all au- 
thorities except himself if the edi- 
torials in his current issue are any 
indication and that he does like to 
see a young journalist cut his own 
throat,   especially at  Furman. 
- =—OSCAR SAYS  
. , (Continued on page five) 
The students of the WOMAN'S 
COLLEGE OF THE 'UNIVERSITY 
OF NORTH CAROLINA have .re- 
cently held their first mass meet- 
ing to elect new 'officers and trans- 
act current 'business. This is just 
one more school that gives its stu- 
dents credit for fundamental 
knowledge  of the  laws of living.   ; 
perform various protective 
duties in the town and on the 
campus. 
LARGE  PER  CENT  FURMAN 
AND G.  W.  C.  GRADUATES 
SECURE   WORK   TEACHING 
UNIVERSITY   OF   ALABAMA 
STUDENTS   DIRECT   TRAFFIC 
THE CRIMSON-WHITE of 
the University of Alabama has 
hrought to light one more me- 
thod of helping to pay one's 
way through school. It seems 
that the Tuscaloosa Police 
Department has found that it 
needs additional men at cer- 
tain times of the day hence 
several students have become 
part time 'Bulls'. These stu- 
dents  wiU     direct  traffic     and 
The Placement Bureau of Fur- 
man and Greenville Womans Col- 
lege has made the statement that 
teaching has claimed moot of the 
graduates of last year and that 
over seventy five percent of the 
graduating class now have jobs. 
The majority of the remaining 
twenty five percent are taking gra- 
duate work of some form or an- 
other. This is a good indication 
that the so called good times are 
now definitely on the way if they 
are not here. It is timely to in- 
quire what the percentage is for 
the Clemson graduates of last 
spring. After all it is not a bad 
Idea to know how our graduates 
slack up with others in the ability 
to   land   jobs. 
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Oscar Says 
(Continued from page   four) 
—that he was sorry he didn't have 
3. broom handy when he saw that 
freshman driving toward G. W. C. 
in Greenville last weekend with a 
pair of first sergeant's chevrons re- 
posing on his arm. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that the short tmst sheets are 
the finest improvement of the year 
-and that he can't understand what 
Steve, Maxie, and Farmer are do- 
ing with themselves these days. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
—that he doesn't mind all the wild 
guesses as to his identity but that 
"when he overheard someone telling 
.a freshman that Col. Moorman 
"wrote Oscar he considered it too 
much. 
THE    TIGER,    CLEMSON,    S.    C. FIVE 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
—that he suggests that the Senior 
Privates send a few pickets out to 
drill tomorrow bearing signs say- 
ing, "We demand shorter hours and 
better pay". That method is a 
trifle more subtle than the ones now 
being  pract.ced. 
 OSCAR  SAYS  
—that he wonders if the boys are 
weakening because he hasn't heard 
Shakey Commander called "limbo" 
this  year. 
 OSCAR  SAYS  
— that Doc M-cCollum will probably 
have to hold that check another 
month now mat three of the local 
blades enriched the City of Ander- 
san to the ext.ni of ten rocks the 
other   evening. 
 OSCAR   SAY'S  
ANNUAL DINNER HELD 
BY GOTHAM ALUMN! 
Noted Speakers Are Heard at 
Meeting of New York 
Chapter 
MANY ATTEND 
—that Pin Eone Lemmon is pre- 
pared for cold weather since he 
purchased five dollars worth of blan- 
ket from the Washington-Duke Ho- 
tel  in  Durham  last  weekend. 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
—that Ben Cheatham has a very 
interesting tht ory as to what will 
happen to his digestive tract if they 
don't    ease 
cornbread. 
up     )n    that    mess-hall 
-OSCAR   SAYS- 
—that sophomore John Sanders is 
one of the few fortunate souls who 
had a reason other than the foot- 
ball game for last week's Duke tour 
and that sin :e Oscar saw her he 
admits  that  the's  reason  enough. 
On Saturday, October 5, at 8:00 
P. M., the annual dinner and busi- 
ness meeting of the Metropolitan 
New York Chapter of the Clemson 
Alumni Association was held in New 
York City. Approximately fifty of 
the membership of 150 attended the 
dinner. 
OFFICERS ELECTED 
Officers elected for 19 3 5-3 6 were 
as follows: President, T. F. Bar- 
ton, '0G; 1st vice president, J. H. 
Schroder, '21; 2nd vice president, 
M. A. LeGette, '23; secretary, G. F. 
Ricker; treasurer, for the third 
consecutive year, Dr. H. H. Keyser- 
liag, '20; industrial secretary, Da- 
vid   Jennings,   '02. 
NOTED GUESTS 
Guests included A. P. Wylie, Paul 
TURNER    TRANSFERRED 
E. C. Turner, Jr., formerly county 
agent of Greenwood county has re- 
cently ben transferred to Clemson 
to supervise the terracing campaign 
now being pushed in various Pied- 
mont counties. 
Every failure, national and per- 
sonal, is caused by disloyalty to an 
ideal.—Dr.   M.   S.   Sheely. 
Graves, Mr. Haas and Le Roy Camp- 
1)611. Mr. Campbell is a prominent 
New York attorney, and is a native 
of Anderson. He helped organize 
and is president of The South Car- 
olinians in New York; is secretary 
of the New York Southern Society. 
He is a graduate of the University 
oi' Chicago. 
The Metropolitan New York Chap- 
ter of the Clemson Alumni Associa- 
tion is one of the most active of 
all the Southern college alumni or- 
ganizations. The annual dinner and 
business meeting is held in late 
September or early October each 
year; the annual dinner dance is 
held in the Spring; and from time 
to time there are smaller get-togeth- 
ers   during  the  intervening   months, j 
PRITCHARD APPOINTED 
EXTENSION  ASSISTANT 
Mr. B. E. G. Pritchard, Clemson 
graduate in the class of 1930, has 
recently been appointed assistant 
extension agronomist to serve tem- 
porarily in charge of all the five 
acre cotton contest work in the 
state. 
Pritchard is an agronomy grad- 
uate, and has held the .positions of 
assistant in the Agronomy Depart- 
ment of the South Carolina Experi- 
ment Station and in the South 
Carolina Soil Conservation Service 
in Spartanburg respectively since 
his graduation from Clemson sev- 
eral  years ago. 
There must be a par in every- 
thing. Remove par and I have no 
goal.—Rev.   M.   I.   L.   Kain. 
tKimwi«KKlKtam«p<ii>aaaMtell»mia«iaMB<ll>aHBl 
Be A Well Groomed Cadet 
Visit The 
YMCA Barber Shop 
We Appreciate our Patronage 
RIP COLLINS, of the 
St. Louis Cardinals: 
"Here's the best 
proof I know that 
Camels are mild—I 
can smoke them 
steadily, and they 
never get my wind 
or upset my nerves." 
JAMES BAUSCH, Olympic Decathlon 
Champion, says: "I've been a 
Camel smoker for years. Camels 
are so mild they don't get my wind 
or cut down my speed. And Camel 
is a better-tasting cigarette; al- 
ways rich, smooth, and mellow." 
WILLIE MACFAR- 
LANE, former U. S. 
Open Champion, 
adds: "Camels are 
mild. They don't 
get my wind or 
make my nerves 
jittery. 'I'd walk a 
mile for a Camel!'" 
COSTLIER 
TOBACCOS! 
• Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS 
—Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand. 
© 1935. R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co. (Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C. 
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POWERFUL DUKE TEAM SMASHES 
BENGAL ELEVEN BY 38-12 SCORE 
Tigers Outclassed In Southern 
Conference Tilt 
LAWTON  STARS 
(Continued   from   page   one) 
ing   into   consideration   the   way   he 
was rushed on almost every attempt. 
FIRST QUARTER 
Captain Johnson of Duke won the 
toss and elected to receive. Brown 
kicked to the Duke 27 yard line ana 
the ball was returned to the Blue 
Devil's 3 5 yard line where Shore 
stopped the runner. West gained 
one   yard   off   tackle   and   Alexander 
ball to Duke's 3 yard stripe after 
an 18 yard run. On three line 
plunges Ripper Folger took the ball 
across for a Clemson first score, 
john Troutman's kick was uo good. 
Troutman kicked to Hudgins and 
,he ball was carried to .Duke's own 
,3. The Tigers drew a five yard 
penalty for excessive time out. John 
Troutman stopped Hudgins at the 
line,' but on the next play Hudgins 
tore off 25 yards around end. Bali 
on Clemson 34 yard line. Shore 
went in for Yarborough and Lee for 
Folger. Alexander's pass was good 
tor 16 yards, putting the ball on the 
Tiger 18 strip. Alexander went 
through tackle taking the ball to 
the  5  yard line.     Shore  and  Inabi- lost   two    on   a   lateral    as   Horton 
nailed   him.      On   the   punt   Berry   net stopped the next play but Alex 
ander passed to Hudgins at left ena 
and the play was good for a touch- 
down Kissam blocked the kick. 
Lee 'brought the kickoff to Clem- 
son's 29 and Berry made 2 at end 
jn the first ,play. Lawton was stop- 
ped and Horton punted to Hackney 
who returned from his 30 to mia- 
field. Wyse took Inabinet's place. 
Clemson was penalized again for 
excessive time. Lee 'broke up Alex- 
ander's pass to Taliaferro but Hack- 
ney clipped off 40 yards through 
tackle before Berry brought him 
down. Alexander's pass to Gardner 
as good for the remaining 8 yards 
and a touchdown. The kick was 
no   good.     Score;   'Duke,   26;   Clem- 
signalled   for  a   fair   catch   and   the 
ball   was   on    Clemson's    30.      Joe 
Berry  hit  the  line  for  no  gain  and 
Tate   Horton     booted     the   ball   to 
Alexander   who   was   spilled  by   Me- 
Connell on the Duke 41.    Then on a 
play    over    right    tackle   Alexander 
picked up 9 yards.    A repetition by 
Alexander   netted   a   first   down   for 
the Devils and put the ball on the 
Tiger 42.    The first play was bottled 
up   by   Bill   Croxton   when   he   hit 
Alexander, and Hackney was messeu 
up by the entire line.    17 yards was 
annexed   as   a   reverse   from   Alex- 
ander  to  Ward  clicked  around  left 
end.    Ball on Clemson's 24.    Horton 
stopped   Alexander   after   gaining   a 
yard   off   tackle.      Honey   Hackney 
stepped  off   2   more  through  center 
as Shore got him, and on the nexi 
play   the   same   fast   stepping   back 
took  the  oval  to Clemson's   13   for 
a   first   down.      T.    I.    Brown   got 
Alexander   after   a     2     yard     gain 
through   the   line,   and   General   Lee 
threw   Ward   after   the   Duke   boy 
made 6.    A fumble by Hackney be- 
hind   the   line   of   scrimmage   was 
picked   up   and   run   around   right 
end through the  Clemson team for 
a   touchdown.     Ward   kicked   •from 
placement.     Harry   Shore   was  hurt 
oh  the  play   and   Yarborough   took 
his place. 
Ward kicked to Lee who returned 
to the Tiger 22 yard marker where 
he   was   hit   by   Alexander.     After 
failing   at  the   line,   Horton   punted 
to Hackney on the Duke  25  where 
he was stopped by  Croxton.     Then 
on   the   next   two   plays   Alexander 
and   Hackney  were   stopped.     Hor- 
ton   threw   Hackney   for   a   4   yard 
loss  at  end   and  Ward  then   failed 
to make any headway.     Berry took 
Ward's boot on the Clemson 20 and 
returned   20   yards.     Lee   failed   at 
the line, stopped by West.     2 yards 
at end was picked up by Berry and 
then Horton kicked out on the Duke 
40 yard line.    On the first play Jule 
Ward,   167   pound   senior,   took   off 
around right end behind perfect in- 
terference   and   galloped   over   the 
goal line for the second score. Gard- 
ner   kicked   the   point.      McConnell 
went in for Shuford, Troutman for 
Brown,   and   Hinson   for   Folger. 
Gardner kicked to Lee on the 10 
and he returned to the 40 where 
he ran out of bounds. Hartness 
hit Berry after a yard 'gain at end 
and Horton flipped a pass to Berry 
lor 8 yards in a fake punt forma- 
tion. The quarter ended with the 
score 'Duke, 14, Clemson 0. 
SECOND QUARTER 
Folger failed to gain and Horton 
kicked out on Duke's 10 yard line. 
Lawton substituted for Hinson. In- 
abinet stopped Clark at the center 
after a small gain and McCaskili 
kicked to Lawton who brought the 
pellet back to the Duke 33 yard 
line Lawton picked up 3 at tack- 
le and Brown subbed for Croxton. 
Ball on Duke's 22, Lawton failed 
to gain. Berry then tossed a for- 
ward lateral to McConnell to Law- 
ton,   and   the   ".Streak"   carried  the 
hit tackle for 7 and McAninch got 
3. Shore plugged the line for sev- 
eral plays and McAninch kicked to 
Berry who fumbled. Shore recov- 
ered. Pennington spilled McAninch 
and  he  kicked  out on the  Clemson 
3 0. Berry got three at tackle and 
Wiles gained 3 more. Horton pass- 
ed but it was incomplete, then he 
kicked to Duke's 35 but the ball 
downed by Pritchett on the 30. Mc- 
Aninch made 2 at end and a pass 
failed. Duke punted and it was 
grounded in midfield. Pass, Berry 
to Pennington, was no good. Law- 
ton went in for Wiles. Lateral 
to Lawton complete for no gain and 
then a pass failed to click. Horton 
punted out on Duke's 15 yard line, 
but Clemson offside. The second 
attempt was to McAninch which 
went out on the 20. McAninch lost 
three yards. Troutman subbed for 
Henley. 
Smith took 4 at center and a 
high punt was taken in by Streak 
on a fair catch. Pennington made 1, 
and then the lateral, Berry, Pen- 
nington, to Lawton made the dis- 
tance  to  the  Duke   12.     Berry took 
4 at guard and Pennington got 2 
at center. Lawton added 2 more 
and then Pennington took the ball 
over for a first down. Pennington 
went through and over for the 
second counter. Pass for extra point 
incomplete. 
West took in Troutman's short 
kickoff and cut in toward the side- 
lines and ran the ball hack 70 yards 
for the touchdown.     Kick no  good. 
Pennington took the kick and 
placed it on the 2 5. One yard lost 
Another excessive 
time penalty for Clemson. Berry 
tossed a 7 yard pass that was good, 
JONES   MADE   AGENT 
J. F. Jones who has been station- 
ed at Aiken for the past several 
months as acting county agent has 
recently been transferred to act as 
assistant county agent of Charles- 
ton county. 
Patronize   Tiger   Advertisers 
4 and another pass put the ball oh 
Clemson's 6. Clemson recovered 
a fumble and it gave them the 
hall on the 8 yard line. Penning- 
ton hit the line as the game ended. 
Final score: D>uke, 38; Clemson, 
12. 
Elbow Pads Sewed on Regula- 
tion Sweaters—35c and 40c 
Modern Electric 
Shoe Shop 
Ladies Shoes Dyed Any Color- 
«aigH]TOiaHi»iig«iigiig]ia^ . 
Pike and Patterson 
The Shop for the Well-Dressed Mam 
A Nice Hair-Cut and a Clean Shave 
K&E SLIDE RULES 
MADE   IN   U. S. A. 
LIFETIME 
PARTNER S 
Log Log Trig Slide 
Rule 4090-3 SL with 
K & E Improved In- 
dicator. 
. . . of thousands of engi- 
neers   throughout   the   world. 
True"    and   dependable   always. 
KEtJFFEL   ik    ESSEu    CO      America's foremost manufacturer of Drawing Ma- 
terials, Surveying Instruments and Measuring Tapes 
NEW YORK      HOBOKEN, N.J,    CHICAGO   ST. LOUIS   SAN FRANCISCO   MONTREAL 
the cadet 28.    McAninch hit end for 
SOn'     " v.  n  ^  rV.*   Ren-   ai   the   center Lee  carried the ball to  the  lien   j* 
,-al    25    yard   line   on   the   kickoff 
)y lDuke.    Smith gained 3 yards in 
wo  attempts and then Hudgins on 
a   lateral  picked   up   li.     Hackney 
iade a first down and then picket, 
up 4 as Shore stopped him. Smith 
bit the line as the half ended. 
THIRD QUARTER 
Folger returned the kickoff 15 
yards to Duke's 40. Berry made 
5 at end and Folger got 3 through 
center. Clemson lost on the nex. 
p;ay and Troutman kicked out on 
the Duke 10. Lateral, Hudgins to 
Hackney good for 7 and a .uick 
kick  rolled to the Tiger   25.     Pen 
A„  ■?  at  line but  Berry s nington made 3  at line 
DaSS was intercepted. Dukes ball 
^Clemson 39. Alexander stopped 
by Black after a 2 yard gain. Al- 
exander to Hudgins good to.: 15. 
Hackney got 6 at tackle and Berry 
stopped Hudgins on Clemson s 8 
after a completed reverse lateiai. 
Hackney made 4 and then was stor.- 
ned- Kissam slipped through and 
nailed the runner for a 7 yard loss. 
Stump Black recovered a fumble 
and Pennington lost and gained m 
two plays. A pass was 'broken up 
and on Troutman's kick Duke and 
Clemson were .penalized. Troutman 
kicked to Duke 15 where the re- 
ceiver was downed in his track 
Semson was penalized and the ball 
rested  on  Duke's  48.     Hudgins   go 
8  at center and  4  more on a fake 
reverse.     Hackney picked up a few 
yards   and   Alexander   and   Hudgins 
added   7   more.     Hudgins   stopped 
cold 'by Brown and Black.    Lateral 
to Hudgins made a first down. Hud- 
gins   took   off   3   more   yards   but 
Kissam stopped the next play. Wiles 
1 went   in   for   Pennington   and   Prit- 
ihett  for  Kissam,  after  Alexander's 
^ass to Taliaferro was good for the 
touchdown.      The   kick   failed,   and 
Vallace    Wade    sent   in    an    entire 
new hunch 
Folger took the kickoff  and plac- 
3d  it  on  the Tiger  27,  Wiles  got  2 
at  center  and   Berry  failed   to   gain 
as  the  quarter closed. 
FOURTH   QUARTER 
On   a   pass   from   Horton,   Wiles 
made    8    yards    and    then    Horton 
1        Get Set for THE STATE FAIR       I 
a y 
B 1 
A Griffon Suit—Friendly Shoes—Riegel Shirt—Inter-       1 
woven  Socks—Capson  Hat  and   a  Regal  Tie  will 
put you right with the girls. 
n 
See HOKE   SLOAN I 
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Big Milk Shake—10c Small Choc. Milk—5c 
Double Dip Ice Cream Soda—12c 
All Milk Drinks Topped with Whip Cream 
Fresh Toasted Sandwiches 
Cakes   —o—   Candies   —o—   Confections 
-THIS  WEEK  SPECIALS— 
1 Pint Mi 31 Antiseptic Solution— 
I Kenzo 35c Tooth Brush 
Both for 49c 
5 Gillette Type Blades 
1 Tune Lavender Shaving Cream 
Both for 35c 
A Complete Line College Stationery  at Attractive Prices— 
CROSLEY RADIOS      COLLEGE JEWELRY 
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Tigers   Drilling   For   Annual   Carolina   Tilt 
YELLOW PERIL IS SLIGHTLY FAVORED OVER 
RIVALS; LAWTON, HINSON READY FOR ACTION FMMTHtl>llfc*IBOX 
curtJJix 
TIGER CUBS TO 
MEET BIDDIES 
Rats Determined to Capture 
State Championship 
As Coach Neely expressed himself, "We saw a good team 
in action." How true, how true, and how we did miss our 
predictions; but that doesn't put us in such a bad light when 
it is taken into consideration that practically all of the foot- 
ball prophets were a little off on the fray. 
YET NOT SO BAD 
Still the Tiger team accomplished something new by 
pushing over two touchdowns on the Devils, something which 
no team has done so far. But South Carolina supporters ali- 
bi by saying that the "Ace" Parker was not in the game to 
run up more of a score for Duke. We cannot possibly see 
how that star can be so much better than "Honey" Hackney, 




The Clemson team was complimented highly by Wallace 
Wade after the game when he told them that his team had 
not faced two better guards than Croxton and Inabinet. May 
we add that we do not believe his teamwill face any better 
guards than those two, and it will be hard to find a football 
machine in the Southeast that can boast of a better line from 
tackle to tackle than Clemson. The ends were very weak, but 
maybe it was the style interference used against the Tigers 
<on the flank plays. 
The one really weak spot in the game was that last touch- 
down made on the kickoff by West. We really believe that 
he was surprised when he found himself over that last white 
line. 
AND THE GAMECOCKS? 
Some of the University fans might be laughing up their 
sleeves about the score Duke made at the expense of the 
Gamecock's arch enemy, but comparative scores show that 
the Tigers are still 21 points better than the Birds. We don't 
rely much upon comparisons, especially in football, but this 
time we figure that Clemson will be at least four touchdowns 
better than the Capital City, team. 
The Clemson bunch has a nice long rest of about ten days 
before the State Fair Classic, while the Gamecocks and Cita- 
del's Bulldogs will have already tangled by the time you are 
persueing through this chatter. So> it is only a week until we 
journey to Columbia to see how this foregoing presumption 
of our holds out. 
AGAIN—THAT STREAK 
We were particularly fascinated with the term used by 
the Associated Press correspondent, Bill Varn, in describing 
one of Winston Lawton's superb treks. He spoke of the 
"150-pound dynamite charge", who "eel-hipped his way to 
the shadow of the Dluke goal". There is hardly a term that 
better fits the little bomber than that. 
John A. Montgomery in the State has -already quoted this 
particular write-up and we don't think this is infringing a bit, 
even tho it may sound a little second handed. After all, there 
is no monopoly in the newspaper field. 
THE CONFERENCE 
Duke will undoubtedly finish up heading the conference, 
but only after a hard struggle with the University of N. C. on 
November 16. The Carolina boys have been burning up the 
fields and so have the Devils. It will be one of the best foot- 
ball clashes in the south this fall and Duke University's beau- 
tiful bowl of 35,000 capacity will come very near being filled. 
We don't believe that Alabama will present a team any 
stronger than or one which will give the Tigers any more op- 
position than the gridsters from Durham. 
We almost forgot something; so in closing—Carolina will 
not score. 
POSTSCRIPT 
One loyal Clemson grad has even bet that the Tigers will 
make more touchdowns than Carolina will first downs. How's 
that? 
'Football fans will be afforded a 
real opportunity to witness high- 
cali'bre freshman football when the 
Clemson Rats and the Carolina 
freshmen pair off next Wednesday 
afternoon at Columbia in the pre- 
attraction to the Varsity game the 
next   day. 
FORMER  HIGH   STAR 
Both teams boast a roster of 
former high school stars, and the 
winner of this contest should not 
ibe decided until the final whistle 
has blown. In Pearson, McGee, 
Hufine, Chovan, Alley, Auburn, 
McMacken, Austin, Heatwol, and 
Stubbs, the Bengal yearlings have 
a fleet of 'backs that will be hard 
to beat. The forward wall is com- 
posed of such stellar performers 
as Woods, Fleming, Cox, Flowers, 
Bell, Cason, Moorer, Snyder, Wiau, 
Williamson, Hubbard, Carlisle, 
Black, Pritchett, Sharpe, Stevens 
and others. These men are all 
"huskies," and judging by the ef- 
ficient manner in which they stop- 
ped the Erskine Frosh in their 
only test so far this season, they 
should have little difficulty in 
handling the Biddies' offense. 
CLARYS  AGAIN 
The Carolina line-up will include 
such former high school celebri- 
ties as Ed Clary of Gaffney, "Lit" 
and "Big" Durham from Green- 
ville, J. B. Henson from Brookland- 
Cayce, and Jim Bethune of Gaffney. 
Besides the above -named players, 
eight more hail from the Toledo, 
Ohio high school where Head Coach 
Don McCallister was boss last year. 
ONE  GAME EACH 
Both squads have 'been tested 
only once, the Biddies being ex- 
tended in their 7-6 conquest over 
the P. C. first year men, while the 
Tiger Frosh were successful in 
humhling the Erskine Little Fleet, 
66-0, in their only game so far 
this season. The winner can not 
lie judged by the outcome of these 
two battles, though, as the P. C. 
team has a much more powerful 
cluib than Erskine; besides it is 
said that the Biddies were a little 
too "cocksure" 'before the P. C. 
fracas, but they have learned a 
lesson and have settled down. Rea- 
lizing that they have the makings 
of a championship team, the Ben- 
gal Rats are determined to hurdle 
the Carolia obstacle and continue 
their road toward the State Cham- 
pionship. 
Ready For Birds 
RANDY HINSON, all South- 
ern possibility, who has been on 
the injured list since the P. C. 
game but is awaiting action in 
the State Fair game with the 
Gamecocks next Thursday in 
Columbia. Randy was injured 
after returning a punt 25 yards 
against the Blue Stockings in 
the opening grid tilt here Sep- 
tember  21. 
WILLIE PADGETT DIES 
IN ANDERSON HOSPITAL 
Clemson Grad Was Superinten- 
dent of A. R. Testing 
In State 
Twenty Thousand Fans Expect- 
ed to Witness South Car- 
olina's Grid Classic 
TIGER'S FIFTH GAME 
WAS POPULAR STUDENT 
MILLSAPS   FRESHMEN 
HAVE   FEW   TEXTBOOKS 
A Snooper has recently snooped 
about the Freshmen rooms of Mill- 
saps College (Jackson, Mississippi, 
to determine the type of literature 
indulged in by this group of Hu- 
•mans; we presume that they are 
human. Works of the great mas- 
ters such as Shakespeare, Milton, 
and Poe were completely non-exis- 
tant and there were surprisingly 
few such periodicals as Whiz Bang 
and Ballyhoo etc. What few books 
that were in evidence were text 
books and very few of these. The 
fact is brought out that the Fresh- 
ment go in for bull sessions and 
sleep with little regard for mental 
improvement and personal instruc- 
tion of  any  form. 
Patronize   Tiger  Advertisers 
Funeral services were held this 
afternoon in Jacksonboro for Wil- 
liam H. Padgett of Clemson and 
Jacksonboro who has been connect' 
ed with the Extension Service of 
this state as superintendent of Ad- 
vanced Registering and Testing of 
dairies for South Carolina for the 
past   several   years. 
GRADUATED IN 1933 
Willie, a Clemson graduate fin- 
ishing in the class of 1933, was 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Pad- 
gett of Jacksonboro. He was 24 
years of age and a member of the 
Jacksonboro Baptist Church. 
| WAS   ILL   ONE   WEEK 
j Padgett had been ill one week 
and was rushed to the Anderson 
County Hospital the latter part of 
last week for treatment. Several 
blood transfusions were made but 
the reactions were not sufficient 
for  Willie's  recovery. 
OUTSTANDING STUDENT 
While attending Clemson, Pad- 
gett was one of the most outstand- 
ing students on the campus both 
in military and scholastic ratings. 
He was a dairy major, and a mem- 
;ber  of  the   Alpha  Zeta. 
HAD LARGE FAMILY 
Surviving him in addition to his 
parents are four brothers, E. M. 
and G. M. Padgett, Jr., of Jackson- 
boro, G. G. Padgett of Lancaster 
and H. E. Padgett of Tennessee. 
Three sisters; Mrs. C. A. Ogletree 
of Buford, Mrs. Lee Gill of Char- 
lotte and Mrs. J. H. Haynie of 
Florida. 
FUNERAL SERVICES 
Funeral services were conducted 
this afternoon at the family resi- 
dence in Jacksonboro with the 
family pastor officiating and the in- 
terment following at the Beatons 
cemetery   near  Walterhoro. 
In preparation for the annual 
Carolina-Clemson gridiron classic 
which is to be staged during the 
State Fair at Columbia next Thurs- 
day, the Bengals have been going 
through light practice for the past 
few days. New plays have been 
tried out with particular emphasis 
on speed, the decisive factor against 
•the Tigers in their overwhelming 
defeat :by Duke last Saturday. 
HINSON WELL AGAIN 
With the announcement that 
"Randy" Hinson will definitely be 
(back in the line-up unless his tn- 
bow is hurt again during the next 
few days of practice, Coach Neely 
Will be able to throw his full 
strength at the Birds. Lawton, the 
hard-running elusive back, is also 
in shape and will be awaiting the 
call for action. Lawton's running 
to date has been of the type that 
would please any coach. He runs 
with a deceptive hip-motion, but 
when called on, he can charge with 
the best of them, and seemed to 
be the only Tiger back who could 
compete with the hard-charging 
Duke backs last week. If the rest 
of the Tiger backs would take a- 
lesson from the "Streak" and try 
to follow out his hard driving style 
of carrying the ball, there would be 
no doubt in the minds of the Clem- 
son followers as to the outcome 
of   the   State   Fair   game. 
AIM FOR TIGERS 
With only one victory in four 
attempts to their credit, McCallis- 
ter's Gamecocks are prepared to 
"shoot the works" next Thursday 
when they engage the Bengals, as 
a victory to them over tne Tigers 
would compensate for all previo* 
losses. Although the record made 
by the Birds so far this year indi- 
cates that they have a .poor team, 
they are anything else but. With 
hardly any material at all to work 
on at the beginning of the year, 
Coach McCallister has gradually 
moulded out a smooth-working 
aggregation with Clary, Gaffney, 
and Alexander as a nucleus. The 
Tigers will have to keep their eyes 
on Wilburn Clary, for this is the 
last time that he will ,play against 
them, and the Clary clan has a 
habit of leaving one with a 'brilliant 
impression. 
BENGALS SLIGTLY FAVORED 
All in all, the Bengals are favor- 
ed to come out on the long end 
of the score. An estimated crowd 
of around 20,000 is expected to be 
on hand, and, as in the past, this 
game will be hard fought from the 
beginning to the end, with a thrill 
packed in every second. 
BELL IS NAMED HEAD 
OF SOPHOMORE CLASS 
(Continued  from   page  one) 
ion, a corporal, a YMCA leader, 
J. S. Shelley is a native of Mar- 
and is a student of agriculture. 
Green is from Florence, is a mem- 
her of the Jungaleers, a corporal, 
and a student in the School of En- 
gineering. Jordan, a native of 
Waddley, Ga., is an engineer, a 
corporal, a member of Gamma Al- 
pha Mu, and a member of the re- 
portorial   staff   of   THE   TIGER. 
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HOLTZENDORFF GIVES 
STATISTICAL RESUME 
Thousands Attended Vesper, 
Forum, Council and Cab- 
inet Meetings Dur- 
* ing Year *f 
NUMEROUS MEETINGS 
According to an announcement 
from Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Gen- 
eral Secretary of the local YMCA, 
statistics for last session's Vesper 
Services, Evening Watch, Fresh- 
man Forum, Class Councils, and 
Cabinet meetings have been com- 
piled   by   the   Y   office. 
FRESHMAN   FORUM 
With an average attendance of 
30 for each of 12 Freshman For- 
um groups, or 3 60 students per 
week, there were 25 meetings held, 
giving a 9,000 attendance for the 
year. 
EVENING WATCH GROUPS 
Evening Watch groups averaged 
80 per week, giving the 12 groups 
an average attendance of 960 per 
week, or 28,000 for the '34-'35 
session. 
VESPERS,    COUNCILS 
Thirty Vesper Services averaged 
350 per week, or a total of 10,500. 
Cabinet, Class Councils and special 
group meetings had an attendance 
of 75 ,per week for 30 meetings, 
or  a   total   of   2,250. 
- The first week of training for 
"University of Kansas consisted of 
^roughing it at a C. C. Camp near 
'Lawrence. 
DATE BUREAU PLANNED AT 
L. S. U. TO AID STUDENTS 
The possibilities of a date bu- 
reau are being discussed on the 
Louisiana State University campus. 
This is a novel method of simplify- 
introductions of the students one 
to another. There are definitely 
two sides to the question but the 
bureau is in the lead. We wonder 
if some such relation could be es- 
tablished between the various Wo- 
men's schools near Clemson and 
Clemson. 
1 Southern California evidently 
doesn't expect a call for the Rose 
Bowl this year. They have already 
'scheduled a game with the Univer- 
sity of Hawaii at Honolulu for 
\New   Year's   Day. 
CANNON SUCCEEDS STEER 
F.   W.   Cannon   succeeds   R.   D. 
Steer as  county  agent  of  Lancaster 
county.      Cannon   was   formerly   as- 
sistant   county   agent   of   Greenville 
county. 
EDUCATION SCHOOL 
The Clemson School of Vocational 
education will be represented at 
the Pickens County Fair October 
14-19 by three student-conducted 
booths, Dean W. H. Washington 
announced  today. 
The Vocational Education sen- 
iors will manage displays showing 
the work dona in high school tex- 
tile, gsneral shop and vocational 
agricultural   schools. 
Industry  pays  debts,  but  despair 
Increases  them. 
sHHEHssaagiigiai^ 
GET YOUR BOOT SADDLES SOAKED AT 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
SHOES REBUILT THE BETTER WAY 
I  





Follow the Crowds to 
THE BELLE OF THE GUTTER 
"H" Co. Store 
Gasque and Mahon, Props'- 
Candy, Cigs, and what have yoa 
iHHSllHSBHllHHlHBlglBBlgigigBHiiiiEgBlS 
SpHH^BESIHBllSHISHHHHllIBI^^ 
Clemson  Uniforms  are  Made  By 








WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE 
Let Us Be Your Valet 
Bleckley's Dry Cleaners 
—AGENTS— 
James  Hunt "Dusty"   Wiles 
Oliver Payne Bill Croxton 
 m 
Juniors and Seniors, you can buy 
merchandise from me on your next 
R, (X T. C. check. 
MADE-TO-ORDER CLOTHES HATS 
SHOES SHIRTS BOOTS 
Merchandise at Reasonable Prices 
I JUDGE   KELLER'S 
;:::««]«!;«:::;:;::::[::Wip]K[SB?;;fIf KftKHIfS T- «'» • ?- •• « 5T:T x :: ?X?KKKKSK&MKSKiSHESl 
SINCLAIR   SERVICE   STATION    I 
| 
FOR EFFICIENT AND COURTEOUS SERVICE 1 
Washing, Greasing and Polishing a Specialty 
Personally Operated by LEWIS ANDERSON 
raBaasiisiiaKiiKitgsiiHiia^ 
... but, after all is said and 
done, it's the cigarette it- 
self that counts 
.. . the question is, 
does it suit you? 
N low, when it comes to a cigarette that 
will suit you ... you want to think whether 
it's mild, you want to think about the taste 
That Chesterfields are milder and taste better 
is no accident . . . 
The farmer who grows the tobacco, the 
warehouseman who sells it at auction to the 
highest bidder, every man who knows about 
leaf tobacco will tell you that it takes mild, 
ripe tobaccos to make a good cigarette. 
In making Chesterfields we use mild ripe 
home-grown and Turkish tobaccos. 
.. for mildness 
.. for better taste 
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